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 This research purpose is to construct thoughts to generate accounting action of Syarif 
Kasim as Sultan at Siak Sri Indrapura. Qualitative research methods with Ethnographic 
type 2 generation is done by combining the data collection method from Creswell, 
stages of construction process from Kartodirdjo and history thought of Foucault. 
Construction and confirmation from informants produce following conclusions. In 
accounting way, Syarif Kasim Sultan was king who implement accounting system 
based on accounting standards that had been prepared by his predecessor. Syarif Kasim 
Sultan believes that property only as a surrogate of Almighty. Therefore, he is not a 
king who likes to accumulate wealth in his glory. Sultan creates responsibility for funds 
usage. The most prominent is kind develop various educational institutions to educate 
people at that time. Sultan gives inspiration that internal control quality of an 
accounting system not only lies in completeness of control elements made, but also 
determined by authority who is most responsible for system implementation. 

 
INTRODUCTION 

 
 Social phenomenon from interaction between the members of individuals, groups, and communities within 
a community create social science package containing theories as general systems statements or propositions 
about the phenomenon (Appelrouth and Adles, 2007). Theories package is generated from logical or coherent 
argument of a reality field (Deegan, 2004). Past social studies can be traced to various investigations such as the 
investigation of history, anthropology and archeology. Archaeological investigations indicate that wealth search 
and accounting practices is related to property accounting that have become an integral part of human history 
since man knows recording (Baker, 2004). 
 
1.1. Wave of Hope, Critique and Accounting Paradigm Shift: 
 Hope to accounting as an instrument to produce an accountability in financial management is very high 
(Zeff, 1987, Dewhirst, 1972, Flamholtz, 1980, Burchell et. Al, 1980). But in development, accounting also 
becomes subject of various criticisms, although it has a lot of expectations (Watts and Zimmerman, 1979, Hahn, 
2007, Miller and Napier, 1993, Gray and Bebbington, 1997, Alawattage and Wickramasinghe, 2008). Criticism 
and condemnation of accounting contribute to development of accounting paradigm. 
 Burrell and Morgan (1994) suggest four paradigms that can be used to analyze a very broad social theory. 
They are functionalist, interpretive, radical humanist and radical structuralist. Accounting has surge paradigm 
shift from positivism (financial) to wider nonpositivism (Cooper and Tinker, 1994, Hopwood, 1980, Bishop and 
Boden, 2008, Karim, 1990, James, 2008, Hooper and Kearins, 2008, Maunders (1991). Even accounting can 
play a role in more broad life in relation with religious activities. 
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1.2. Understanding Accounting In Research Context:  
 Development of thought, hope and role of accounting scope are driven by development paradigm. They 
provide ample scope to define accounting in accordance with its objectives. Accounting in this study was 
defined as the thoughts that produce a wide range of policies, measures and practices in relation with 
management of property and responsibility. Accounting definition is consistent with purpose to accommodate 
thoughts and knowledge of past accounting, especially in Syarif Kasim Sultan II era at Siak Sri Indrapura that 
existed before the Indonesia Republic Unitary was established. This accounting definition indicates that where 
there are economic, social and other community activities. There are also creations of thought that produce 
actions in contact with accounting to present a form of accountability. 
 
1.3. Accounting Study With Historical Perspective: 
 Accounting research from a historical perspective have purposes to understand accounting practices at that 
time and used as a material reflection for development of current and future accounting. Accounting activities in 
royal system government in past was influenced by a various environmental conditions at that time. Those 
environmental conditions will affect on how accounting development in that government. Carmona (2005) 
concludes that there is difference in pattern of historical research in Italian, French, Spanish, and Portuguese. 
 Indonesia, created from union of many kingdoms in archipelago before 1945, has a lot potential relic that 
can be explored. However, this potential has not been much explored from various points of view, with 
exception past history and culture. 
 Accounting as part of a social instrument can be present anywhere and in any situation and having role in 
accordance with existence in organization at any time (Otley and Berry, 1980. According to Foucault as quoted 
(Parchiano, 2007), every time (epoch) has a history "system of thought which determines how knowledge can be 
practiced in future.”Episteme in epoch open way to analyze the existence of an accounting episteme of kingdom 
system in past. Some previous researchers have used Foucault insights in development of accounting history, as 
Tyson (1993), Hoskin (1994). Accounting aroma in a society that is formed in system as Siak kingdom 
reasonably suspected to exist, so it needs to be studied specifically. 
 
1.4. Research Focus:  
 This study starts from the existence of a belief that is supported from some reference that has been 
explained in introduction that every kingdom has an administration system in accordance with conditions at that 
time. Based on this context and through manuscript study and confirmation, this study focus is to uncover Syarif 
Kasim Sultan view about property and how its implications to accounting policies implementation during the 
Sultan of Siak Sri Indrapura. It reveals accounting system in running the Siak Kingdom Governmental both in 
terms of accountability of executable models and internal control construction. 
 
2. Research Methods: 
 At least there are two main important reasons to understand past, namely the relation to intellectual and 
benefits (Napier, 1989). However, recent researches only see particular historical perspective as if only intended 
to get a role narrow thinking in context of broader disciplines (Miller and Richard, 1991). The main approach 
used in this research is archaeological analysis to research sites of cultural objects from past. There are many 
methods used in history study to get a conclusion. Among these methods can be done by comparing the 
evaluation of critical history of conservative thought (Tinker and M. Neimark, 1988). 
 Historical method can be done by analyzing the literature (Mills, 1989 to reveal the word history and 
accounting disciplines. Napier (1989) cites American Accounting Association's Committee on accounting 
history that accounting history is study of evolution in accounting thought, practice and environment in response 
to changing needs of social and environmental fields. Historical perspective on accounting methods 
development from time to time is not only done by using verbal, but also by oral history (Collins and Bloom, 
1991). At least there are three science related to this research. They are historical science concerned with study 
pastapipeni, examination of archaeological artifacts and science manuscript and accounting science for 
accounting research. 
 This study use qualitative research methods within interpretive paradigm framework proposed by Burrell 
and Morgan (1979). Qualitative research of ethnographic generation type 2 is used to explores a wide range of 
related literature and confirm the informant who has knowledge of past. Mack et. al (2005) revealed that 
qualitative research presents information about the man behind the issue. The construction process is done with 
a CKF model accounting that combined by data collection process model of Creswell (2007), stages of 
Kartodirdjo (1993), and analysis methods of historical thought from Foucault (1926-1984), as shown in Figure 1 
below. 
 Data research has important role in a study because it is associated with substance and process of data 
collection (Miles and Huberman, 1992, Berg, 2001). Merriam (2002) states that there are three main data 
sources in qualitative research namely interview, observation and documentation. Interview was done to 6 
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informants in according with suggestions from Ministry of Tourism, Malay leaders and coordinators Siak Sri 
Indrapura Palace. 
 

 
 
 The analytical method to construct accounting in this study is based on method according to history method 
from Foucault's thinking (1926-1984). Foucault historical analysis methods are broadly characterized into two 
main things namely archeology and genealogy (Stewart, 2007). Archaeology mean the testing or analyzing 
archive is a collection of statements called discourse. Statements collection is often called episteme. Episteme is 
a product of history analysis of Foucault’s archeology. 
 Foucault’s Genealogy is based on analysis of historical perspective by Nietszche. It is intended to identify 
incident of scattered knowledge (ruptures). Foucault’s Genealogy does not mean to see the connection between 
past effect on future, but rather a pure knowledge that occurs at a time and discursive (Stewart, 1992). Foucault 
(2012) introduces another type of archeology where the goal is to "propose specific configuration in revealing 
the relationship between discursive and non-discursive formations domain. 
 Foucault’s historical analysis though confirms that knowledge is constructed socially on each different era 
that he calls episteme (Brown, 2005). Research site in this study is Siak Sri Indrapura in Siak, Riau-Indonesia 
Province. Viewed from their ethnic, population of 117,000 are relatively homogeneous and only 30,000 people 
from Minang Kabau (Reid, 2012). Although the ethnic groups concept seems to have become a tool that is 
created and used during the Colonial era to control the local population of Siak Sri Indrapura (Perret, 2010), but 
only in this area there are strong indigenous merchant class and they trade rubber and copra in empire territory. 
 
3. Literature And Theory Discussion: 
 Treasure control in royal is different with other form of government because it based on hereditary (Omar, 
1995). The articles or journals on accounting research concerning to past history has implemented that, as 
Gaffikin (2005), Funnel (2005), Irvine (2005), Moore and Gaffikin (2005), Moore and Cooper (2005) Robson 
(1991) and in Indonesia Sukoharsono and Gaffikin (2005). 
 History philosophy is a science to examine past knowledge, past ontology events, relationships the past and 
representation nature of past (Hasbullah and Supriyadi, 2012). The philosophy problem emerges from our 
efforts to get understanding in ourselves about the social institutions, understanding other people and to make 
meaning of social change (Hollins, 1995). 
 Etymology philosophy have much understanding and different in according to philosopher definition. 
However, all philosophy definition contains elements of process of radical thinking (basic, in-depth, up to 
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roots), and systematic (orderly, coherent, logical and not haphazard) to achieve universal truths (common, 
integrated and not special and not partial) (Maksum, 2011). 
 
3.1. Treasure Definition in Accounting Perspective: 
 Property definition largely has been defined by development agencies such as the Financial Accounting 
Standards Board (Suwardjono 2006, Hendrikson, 1977). It can be said that property must have potential 
usefulness in future, are owned or controlled by entity; there is certain benefits in future and result of past 
events. 
 
3.2. Treasure Measurement and Assessment in According with Accounting: 
 Accounting measures treasure by monetary units to report all wealth, liabilities, equity, income and its cost. 
Determination of monetary unit into an object or estimates is part of measurement activity. Related to property, 
Schroder et. al (1987) stated that a condition that must be fulfilled in assessment of object or property is 
property transactions can be ranked or classified. 
 Accounting valuation is determination of figure for a particular object in accordance with rules, where the 
number of such objects is expressed in monetary units (Most, 1977). Measurements were made when property 
was obtained, while the assessment is done when property should be presented in financial statements or in a 
responsibility (Suwardjono, 2006). 
 
3.3. Accountability Disclosure for Assets: 
 Accountability is a concept of ethics and governance. It is commonly used within scope of public 
administration system of government, as executive institution namely government, legislative institution namely 
parliament and Judiciary institution namely judge. In context of ethics and governance, it is always paired with 
notions such questionable (answerability), which can be accounted (responsibility), can be blamed 
(blameworthiness), liability, and fulfilling the expectations of report given (Wikipedia .org, 2014, and Clarence 
Dykstra, 1939, Steel, 2000, Dubnick and Melvin, 1998, Gary, 2005). 
 
3.4. Overview About Treasure In Islamic Perspective: 
 Islam teaches the followers to put property for goodness and optimum benefits. Not only for yourself, but 
for the happiness with other brothers. Prophet confirms that absolute owner of property is Allah, while the man 
is only a fiduciary (the trusted agent) (Antonio, 2010). Here is how Islam views that are represented by views of 
Prophet. 
 Prior Siak Sri Indrapura kingdom, tribe chiefs control forest land "territorial" under the auspices of Johor 
Royal. But after Small King can not occupy the throne of Johor, he is forced to leave and open a new kingdom 
in River Males, so that his kingdom is called the kingdom of Buantan and changed its name to Siak Sri 
Indrapura. To get support from chiefs that inclusion into their territory, they held an agreement with chief. 
Among the agreement is "Little King is recognized as sovereign, but can not control the forest land. Forest land 
remains in control of chiefs and fully utilized for the welfare of each tribe members (Ghalib, 1991). Therefore, 
Sultan along with Leader of Four tribe has no forest land. "The four Leader (Datuk)are Datuk Tanah Datar, 
Datuk Lima Pulu, DatukPantai and Datuk Kampar and their descendants are only given residential areas" 
(Ghalib, 1991). 
 

 
 
Fig. 2: The Prophet View About Property. 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 

4.1. Retracing of Introduction Steps:  
 Accounting episteme is interpreted as a way of thinking to produces accounting practices at that time as a 
measure to address the problems arise related to property accounting. The core of accounting episteme can be 
seen from various sides such as governance structure, operational systems, internal controls and a various 
property management regulations. Disclosure or constructing accounting episteme in era of Syarif Kasim II 
Sultan is interesting to be constructed because himself may not be aware of whether their actions or policies as 
part of accounting episteme or not, particularly with respect to treasure accounting 
 
4.2. Property Accounting System: 
 Accounting system in Siak Sri Indrapura of Syarif Kasim Sultan era can be seen in Figure 3 below. Figure 3 
is started from Syarif Hashim Sultan, because he made the letter endowments that implemented by offspring in 
later life. Letters endowments are used as guidelines in property management by Syarif Kasim II Sultan. 
Authors Interpretation is the existing property management standards in endowments and commitment letter of 
Syarif Kasim Sultan to implement can contribute greatly to maintain the royal treasury until 1946. 
 

 
 
Fig. 3: Asset Accounting System of Sultan Syarif KasimII Era. Source: Developed from the literature. 
 
 Testament of Sultan Syarif Hashim"Then Let Know" is addressed to anyone who knows a letter to notice 
the conditions set by Sultan Sharif Hashim at that time. Title letter endowments "Then Let Know" gives the 
meaning of value transparency regarding the status and property usage at Siak in a later date. Why this letter 
made? Actually it become a provision that royal treasure must be used responsibly by following the royal family 
in order to avoid an uproar in terms of wealth management. 
 Endowments letter is part of royal treasury management policy to be implemented by next Sultan. 
Similarly, preparation of financial accounting standards in USA is not free from political influence. A new 
understanding of political dimension requires intellectual sensitivity to power, rhetoric and ideology (Fogarty et 
al. 1994). Endowments letters can be regarded as property management accounting standards when it presents 
short guidelines, simple and clear and unequivocal contents as property management guidelines. This is very 
different from the accounting standards in various countries are very detailed and complex, as expressed by 
research FEI Research Foundation (2002). Sultan Syarif Hasim delivers a further kingdom by a rule that must be 
followed. 
 In accounting, Sultan Syarif Kasim is the king who runs the property accounting system based on 
accounting standards that had been prepared by his predecessor. His responsibility is to apply what has been 
mandated in will as a standard accounting treatment in management of property. Consistent implementation of a 
standard is determined by how the views of Sultan of property. 
 He argued that property only as a surrogate of Almighty. Therefore, he is not a king who likes to 
accumulate wealth in his heyday. This is evidenced that he don’t too keen to take care of property as private 
property. God's treasure is a surrogate designation is only used in accordance with benefit to kingdom and its 
people. 
 
4.3. Government Structure: 
 A governmental structure during Sultan Syarif Kasim initially is created to accommodate system 
involvement in royal family. But in its development, systems to accommodate family have changed little by 
little to include non descent royal or noble or great men to become part of government system. Sultan has 
revolutionized mainstream tradition to become non-mainstream. Based on record of Muhammad Jamil as a 
private secretary of Sultan, at Nizami era, it can be described the structure of early reign of Sultan Syarif 
Kasimas presented in Figure 4. 
 
4.4. Kingdom Operating System:  
 Figure 5 explains how the operating system structure during kingdom era of Sultan Syarif Kasim. This 
figure construction is result explored from the informants who have competence in providing information about 
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Siak in era of Syarif Kasim Sultan II. This operating system construction is part of accounting episteme merged 
from two of Sultan Sharif Hashim and Sultan Syarif Kasim. Sultan Sharif Hashim era describes two important 
things namely endowments letter and Alqawa'id Chapter as a product of his time to became eleventh Siak 
Sultan. While Syarif Kasim Sultan era as focus of this research reveal about the control created, regulations 
issued, and accountability treasure of Sultan. 
 Chua (1986) Statement that accounting knowledge is generated by community, for community, and about 
society as well as for social and environmental interests physically is indisputable opinion. The Truth of this 
opinion is also supported by a statement that accounting is a reflection of social values and culture prevailing in 
a society (Grojer and Stark, 1977). Foucault's philosophy states that every time (epoch) has a history of "system 
of thought which determines how knowledge can be practiced in future" and this statement is still not falsified 
by rejection of his thinking. 
 

 
 
Fig. 4: Sultan Government Structure. Source: Concluded from Muhamad Jamil note. 
 

 
 
Fig. 5: Kingdom Operation System of Sultan Syarif Kasim II Era. 
 
Source: Developed from informant information  
Abbreviation description: 
DL = Description letter, SSK = Sultan Syarif  Kasim, IRC = Indonesia Republic Country,  
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4.5. Internal Control: 
 Internal control of Sultan can not be separated from his very religious character to encourage his attitude to 
not interest to add to wealth of his father except to preserve heritage. Internal controls are implemented by 
Sultan by emphasized on his personal responsibility. Elements of system he built is very simple, only requires a 
personal secretary to help everyday activities. Treasures abuse such as theft, property embezzlement, or any 
other royal treasures manipulation during him became sultan has never been found. However, if seen from a 
very simple system, transactions size related to property and income of other people is an opportunity to do it 
for everyone, especially by people in their own. This is the essence of internal quality of Sultan figure that 
highly respected and loved by his people. 
 Control practices that occur Syarif Kasim Sultan period inspires that internal quality control of an 
accounting system not only lies in completeness of control elements made, but also determined by authority who 
most responsible for system implementation. 
 
4.6. Regulation: 
 There are three main income sources to finance its kingdom operations namely Pancung alas, tax and 
property usage in area around the Siak Sri Indrapura palace and in all colonial regions. All three source of 
income held by a regulation set by Syarif Kasim Sultan both oral and written. Applicable tax regulations relates 
to kingdom sovereign usage by merchants who pass through or anchored in Siak harbor. Regulations of property 
usage are divided into two parts, namely property usage by people at around area and property usage by 
kingdom at all colonial area. 
 Land use in Siak area must under permission from Sultan as part of property at time of accounting. 
Permission is given to people as part management legality of royal treasures, and royal permission is given as 
part of accounting records to royal treasures management. Permission to use land at outside kingdom is created 
and transmitted orally. Permits form issued to manage royal treasures is found in appendix. 
 
4.7. Education, Financial Concepts, and Accounting: 
 Royal incomes from various sources were used to finance the kingdom operations in order to services the 
people. Sultan responsibility for most prominent fund usage is to build various educational institutions to 
educate people at that time. It must be recognized that changes can be done very easily through education. 
 During Syarif Kasim Sultan II era, because the most prominent service is education, management makes 
plan carefully, especially in relation to finance. The financial plan needs accountability and ultimately need 
accounting. But the physical evidence related to accounting is not found, unless there were descriptions 
(manuscript of income and expenditure list). 
 Accounting period ending of Syarif Kasim Sultan is marked by Siak King Crown to Government of 
Indonesia Republic. It has a meaning the end of Siak era and joins to Indonesia Republic without desire to 
master the kingdom property. This is a monumental and very emotional decision among physical kingdom 
preserve until today. Emotional level is based on love of Indonesia people, especially people of Siak Sri 
Indrapura. All responsibility for the royal service to people was returned to Sultan who became the beginning 
and end accountability process. 
 
Conclusion: 
 Governmental structures during Syarif Kasim Sultan initially are created to accommodate system 
involvement in royal family. But in its development, systems to accommodate family have changed little by 
little to include non descent royal or noble or great men to become part of governmentsystem.  
In accounting, Syarif Kasim Sultan is the king who runs the property accounting system based on accounting 
standards that had been prepared by his predecessor. His responsibility is to apply the mandate in letter 
endowments as an accounting treatment standard in property management. Sultan form of responsibility for the 
use of funds is the most prominent kingdom by building various educational institutions to educate people at 
time. Syarif Kasim Sultan believes that property only as a surrogate of God almighty. Therefore, he is not a king 
who likes to accumulate wealth in its heyday. Property management system is determined by authority of who is 
most responsible for the property. Very simple accounting system during the SiakSultan era does not necessarily 
cause various acts of fraudeasily due to authority the King. 
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